Clinical Insights
Manager

Let’s put your
data to use
Successful quality improvement and research projects
mean collecting and managing patient monitoring
data and transforming it into easily usable information.
But aggregating and analyzing data remains a challenge
because of medical device interoperability, lack of
integration with other data sources, and limited digital
storage capacity. This takes a partner with the expertise
to make quality data both accessible and actionable.
With the Philips Clinical Insights Manager solution, hospitals can synthesize their
high-�delity clinical data. This service-oriented, end-to-end solution facilitates data
acquisition, archiving, and access. We help put your data to use so that you can drive
clinical innovation, research, and standardize care.
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Based on Philips historical data collected at customer sites using Data Warehouse Connect.

An adult patient in critical care
generates 1 GB of high-�delity
data per day.1 Clinical Insights
Manager can streamline and
synthesize that data across
patients, providing you
access to a clear picture
of health trajectories.

Transforming data into value
We make rich data clear, manageable, and understandable.
Achieve your clinical healthcare goals with this comprehensive solution.

How the Clinical Insights Manager solution
stands out:

• Archiving and access to high-resolution physiological data
acquisition, in compliance with data security requirements
• Incorporating third-party data from over 300 device models
across 65 medical device manufacturers
• Providing patient stories—complete patient information
such as demographics, waveforms, numerics and alarms—
in one intuitive view
• Accessing sophisticated algorithm development based on
data from the Clinical Insights Manager. You can use it to
develop your algorithms, provide the possibility to support
initiatives and enhance your clinical processes
• Utilized by over 1500 hospitals worldwide

The available dataset includes:

• Patient ADT information from the monitoring system,
or ADT interface
• Waveforms: 8 ECG (500 samples/sec) and 20 non‑ECG
(such as pleth, IBP, EEG, respiration, ventilation, flow, Paw, O2)
• Numerics and calculations: ~1024 ms resolution for
periodic parameters, including HR, IBP, and SpO2. Aperiodic
numerical parameters are stored when new measurements
occur (NBP)
• Alarm, alert, and event information, including technical
alarms, event onset time, alarm announcement time and
text, alarm silence times
• Third-party data – including numerics

A comprehensive solution
Clinical Insights Manager combines storage and aggregation of data
with tools to allow you to query, filter, and sort it.

Clinical Insights Manager: Research provides you opportunities for research and
quality improvements. It provides long-term storage for the full, time-stamped
high-fidelity physiological and alarm data from your monitoring system – along
with relevant clinical context information available from other systems. It also
includes the Clinical Insights Manager viewer, which gives you easy access to
your data over the web for review, search, and extraction.
Clinical Insights Manager: Quality Improvement captures the alarm data from
your monitoring system. The Alarm Insights Manager (also available in Research)
is a web-based application that provides deeper insights into the overall alarm
status through an interactive and intuitive alarm dashboard.

Identify actionable insights into the hospital's alarm system
quality to combat alarm fatigue, improve alarm accuracy,
and establish and share best practices.
Assess alarm burden and management interactive over hours,
days, weeks, or months, and by clinic or unit, or by patient or
alarm type and severity
Set benchmarks for continuous improvements

Our team of analysts, IT specialists,
and data scientists can support your
teams in understanding the available
data, how it can be leveraged, and
what reports are possible, for
example, to simplify work�ows.

• IT services available include

support for implementation,
data governance, and data
migration for Clinical Data
Warehouse customers.

• Clinical services allow you
to improve context-based
alarm management,
sentinel event analysis,
and build algorithms for
predictive analytics.
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Expanding your data management opportunities
The Philips Clinical Insights Manager solutions facilitate
changing and supporting best practices through accessing
the meaningful data for your clinical research and quality
improvement initiatives. Together, we can unlock your
data and put it to work.

What's in it for you?

• Service-oriented, end-to-end solution enabling high‑resolution
physiologic data acquisition, archiving, and access
• Synthesize the robust, high-fidelity clinical data generated
by Philips patient monitoring systems, combined with data
from other devices at bedside on an open cloud-based data
management platform
• Clinical services to drive clinical innovation and research,
and to standardize care

Why Philips?

• High-resolution physiologic data acquisition, archiving,
and access
• Security by design: providing security compliance in the cloud
• Capture 3rd party data from 300+ device models across
65 medical device manufacturers, and used by 1500+
hospitals worldwide to show the complete patient story in
one intuitive view
• Patient driven system
• Sophisticated algorithm development and clinical process
optimization
• Open and scalable cloud platform to enable enterprise‑wide
expansion
• A unified One-Philips HealthSuite Platform
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